Live Demonstration: real time objects tracking using a bio-inspired processing cascade architecture
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Abstract—This demonstration shows how a new bio-inspired processing cascade architecture is used for simultaneous objects tracking.

This demonstration is associated with Event-based Neuromorphic Systems track.

I. DEMONSTRATION SETUP

The demonstration consists of two USB-AER boards [1] (Fig. 1 shows a USB-AER board’s picture); one is configured to process the event based visual information provided by an asynchronous temporal contrast silicon retina [2]; and the other one is configured as an AER monitor in order to visualize the retina output. The first USB-AER board is configured to track several moving objects in the scene. Concretely, the live stimulus consists of four objects moving at different velocities and trajectories. Fig. 2 shows the demonstration’s block diagram.

Objects tracking results and the retina output are downloaded to a PC and drawn together on the screen.

Fig. 3 a) shows the stimulus: a cross, a circle, a triangle and a square moving at different velocities and trajectories; b) shows a 2D histogram of the retina output; and c) shows the system’s output fused with the retina output, where arrows represent the apparent object’s velocities on the image’s plan (for better visualization, retina output is drawn in negative color).

The systems can track several objects simultaneous and estimate their velocities with a very short respond time (only 20 ms). Velocity estimation has some limitations mainly when the object’s velocity is less the respond time, but this can be improved by increasing the system respond time.

II. VISITORS EXPERIENCE

Visitors can interact with the system by changing the number of the objects and their velocities and trajectories. They can learn about neuro-inspired and event-driven systems.
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